Recorded Classroom Sessions

If you were assigned to eLearning or classroom training, and would prefer a different option to complete the course requirements, there are video-recorded classroom sessions now available.

- **Compass 9.2 Accounts Receivable-Grants** Classroom Recording *(Course # 260542, Activity # 11422)*

- **Compass 9.2 T&E (Heavy Users)** Classroom Recording *(Course # 260535, Activity #11383)*

- **Compass 9.2 What’s New in Accounts Payable** (Heavy Users) Classroom Recording *(Course # 260536, Activity #11384)*

- **Compass 9.2 Pre-Award-Grants** Classroom Recording *(Course # 260543, Activity #11424)*

- **Compass 9.2 Letter of Credit Management** Classroom Recording *(Course #260544, Activity #11439)*

- **Compass 9.2 What’s New in General Ledger** -Heavy Users Classroom Recording *(Course #260547, Activity #11448)*

- **Compass 9.2 ePay Enhancements**- Classroom Recording *(Course 260548, Activity #11449)*

- **Compass 9.2 Wire Claim Enhancements**- Heavy - Classroom Recording *(Course 260549, Activity #11450)*

- **Compass 9.2 Collection Workbench and Workcenters** - Classroom Recording *(Course 260550, Activity #11451)*

- **Compass 9.2 What’s New in Inputting & Processing Budget Journals** -Classroom Recording *(Course #260552, Activity #11572)*

How to Launch a Classroom Recording – Job Aid

Recorded Webinar Sessions *(Adobe Connect)*

- **Compass 9.2 What’s New in Compass Reporting** (heavy & non-heavy users)? *(260449)*

- **Compass 9.2 ePay Enhancements**- Non-Heavy- Webinar Recording *(260424)*

- **Compass 9.2 T&E** (Heavy Users)- Webinar Recording *(260455-11452)*

- **Compass 9.2 What’s New in Accounts Payable** (Heavy Users) Webinar Recording *(260551-11454)*